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 For example, Kate ChopinÕs The Awakening (1899) provides an insight in what is to become more evident with the 
uprising of the feminist movement in the 20
th
 century.  Chopin places motherhood centre stage with her protagonist, 
Edith Pontellier, who exhibits ambivalence towards motherhood, a rarity in 19
th
 century writing.  
2
 I considered using these following texts because all of them address the question of maternal ambivalence.  
However, I chose not to use them in the main body of this thesis because I felt their tacit association with maternal 
instinct was possibly too elusive and too difficult to draw out.  However, I hope, having read this thesis it is possible to 
cast a different perspective and re-consider why it is these texts engage with ambivalence. Mrs Dalloway (1925) by 
Virginia Woolf, To the Lighthouse (1927) by Virginia Woolf, Revolutionary Road (1961) by Richard Yates, The Hours 
(1999) by Michael Cunningham, I DonÕt Know How She Does it (2002) by Allison Pearson, We Need to Talk About 
Kevin (2005) by Lionel Shriver, Making Babies (2005) by Anne Enright,  
I also looked at P D JamesÕ, The Children of Men (1992) who explores the dystopian concept of human extinction 
due to universal female infertility.  The women in the novel use dolls as surrogate babies to appease Ôfrustrated 
maternal desireÕ (p39). In relation to this, I also explored the area of childless women and found, as Chapter Three 
will explore, that although some women do choose not to have children, a vast majority do not choose to be childless 
but have had this situation imposed upon them.  Indeed, Hilary MantelÕs memoir Giving Up the Ghost (2003) is an 
outpouring of grief for the child she never had.  Although I do not have the capacity in my thesis to explore this 
trajectory of motherhood, why these two texts are important is that it reinforces the hypothesis that maternal desire 
exists within woman regardless of whether motherhood is realized or not. Hence, why I am keen for any boundaries 
in narratives between child-bearing mothers, non birth mothers and childless women to remain fluid. 
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 Sociologist Alice Rossi, ÔA Biosocial Perspective on ParentingÕ, Daedalus, Vol. 106, No. 2, The Family (Spring 1977) 
pp. 1-31.and anthropologist Sarah Blaffer Hrdy, Mother Nature: Natural Selection & The Female of the Species 
(London, Chatto & Windus, 1999) in particular. 
5
 Nancy ChodorowÕs The Reproduction of Mothering (Berkeley: University of California, 1999) was my introduction 
























 See Chapters Two and Three of thesis for examples from Cusk A LifeÕs Work on Becoming a Mother, Moss, Night 
Waking.  
7
 Judy Wajcman found that two thirds of female managers in the UK do not have children, compared with a third of 
their male colleagues.  Source: Wajcman, ÔThe Domestic Basis for the Managerial CareerÕ, The Sociological Review. 
617 and Rosemary Crompton uses British census data to show that 59% of female managers do not have children in 
contrast to 29% of male managers.  Source: Crompton, ÔWomenÕs Employment and the Middle ClassÕ, in T. Butler 
and M. Savage eds., Social Change and the Middle Class (London: UCL Press, 1995) in Hewlett, Hungerbaby 



























 March 2016, journalist Bauke Schram reported in the International Business Times that only 6% of  FTSE 
100 companies have a female CEO. (http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/international-womens-day-2016-six-women-smashing-
glass-ceiling-uks-top-firms-1548219 [accessed 16.3.2016]).  I advocate further research needs to be undertaken to 
understand this dynamic, questioning whether maternal intersubjectivity can be identified as a contributor to these 
statistics.  Hewlett argues that research reveals that only 11% of young British women choose to remain childless 
and in the US somewhere between a third and a half of all professional women are forced to ÔsacrificeÕ children.  The 
use of the word sacrifice is intentional : her research reveals that women who were building a career in their twenties 
and thirties squeezed out the possibility of finding a partner or having children. Sylvia Ann Hewitt, babyhunger: The 
New Battle for Motherhood, (London: Atlantic, 2002), p.21. 
9
 Ibid p.15. 
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 Nancy Chodorow, The Reproduction of Mothering, (CA: University of California1999), p. 14. 
13
 Simone de Beauvoir, The Second Sex, (Middlesex: Penguin, 1982), p. 19. 
14
 Elisabeth Badinter, The Myth of Motherhood An Historical Overview of the Maternal Instinct, (London: Souvenir 




























 Beauvoir, The Second Sex, p.526. Badinter, The Myth of Motherhood An Historical Overview of the Maternal 
Instinct, p. 316, Nancy Chodorow, The Reproduction of Mothering, pp.14-15.  It is also worth noting that Beauvoir is 
unable to discuss motherhood from a point of lived experience whereas both Badinter and Chodorow were mothers 
themselves.  
16





















































 Sarah LaChance Adams, Mad Mothers, Bad Mothers, and What a ÒGoodÓ Mother Would Do: the ethics of 
ambivalence (USA: Columbia University Press, 2014), p. 7. 
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 In the knowledge I was undertaking this research, I was recommended by an English Literature Professor to read 
this memoir by Rachel Cusk, particularly since at the time I thought I would be drawing upon Virginia WoolfÕs novels 
Mrs Dalloway and To The Lighthouse to explore the theme of motherhood and CuskÕs style of writing has often been 
compared to that of Woolf.  Indeed, her novel Arlington Park (2007) is a thinly veiled re-writing of Mrs Dalloway. 
20
 Rachel Cusk, A LifeÕs Work on Becoming a Mother, (London: Fourth Estate, 2008), p.145 
21
























 Both Young and Lymer, who write extensively on their experience of becoming a mother, draw upon the work of 
phenomenologist Maurice Merleau Ponty to explore their experiences of pregnancy and childbirth and hence, this 
was my foray into the philosophy of phenomenology.   
23
 Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Phenomenology of Perception, (London and NY: Routledge, 2012), p. viii. 
24
 I use the term ÔintersubjectivityÕ to describe neither an autonomous nor a unified subject but something in between. 
Edmund Husserl (1859-1938), who is widely considered the founder of phenomenology, links intersubjectivity to 
overcoming Ôtranscendental solipsismÕ.  He describes it as Ôconstantly functioning in wakeful life, we also function 
together, in the manifold ways of considering, together, valuing, planning, acting together. (the Krisis, 28, 109; VI III, 
in The Husserl Dictionary, ed. Dermot Moran, Joseph Cohen and Joseph D Cohen, Google Books), p.171. 
See Sarah Heinämaa, Toward a Phenomenology of Sexual Difference, p.44 and 140.  
This interpretation should not be confused with the interpretation used within the field of psychoanalysis.  
Intersubjectivity has also become an important addition to psychoanalysis, emerging through the work of Jessica 
Benjamin and is used to consider how we experience otherness. (Lisa Baraitser, Maternal Encounters (London: 
























 In particular, Nancy Chodorow The Reporoduction of Mothering (CA: University of California Press Berkeley and 
Los Angeles, 1999). Sara Ruddick, ÔThinking Mothers/Conceiving BirthÕ, Representations of Motherhood eds Donna 
Bassin, Mararet Honey and Meryle Mahrer Kaplan (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1994), pp. 29-45.  Ruddick 
led me to Iris Marion YoungÕs work. 
26
Lisa Baraitser, Maternal Encounters: The Ethics of Interruption (London: Routledge, 2009), argues that Ôjust as 
maternal subjectivity is on the cusp of being articulated within the psychoanalytic Iiterature, the mother appears to 
slip back into some manifestation of her traditional object-position as container, mirror, receptacle, p. 5. Roszika 
Parker, Torn in Two: The Experience of Maternal Ambivalence (London: Virago, 1995) acknowledges that Ônot only 
does psychoanalytic theory militate against mothers getting a Ôfair hearingÕ, but clinical practice leads to an 
understandable tendency to form an allegiance with the child in the patient against the patientÕs motherÕ (p.13). I 
provide further evidence of my claim that psychoanalysis has a tendency to objectify the mother in Chapter Three. 
27























































 Iris Marion Young, ÔPregnant Embodiment: Subjectivity and AlienationÕ, On Female Body Experience (OUP, 
































































































 Adrienne Rich, Of Woman Born, (London: W W Norton & Co Ltd, 1995) p. 42. 
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 Imogen Tyler, ÔReframing pregnant embodimentÕ in Transformations: Thinking through Feminism, ed. by S. Ahmed, 
J.Kilby, C. Lury, M.McNeil and B. Skeggs, (London: Routledge, 2000) p.290 cited in Baraitser, Maternal Encounters 
The Ethics of Interruption, (Routledge, London, 2009). p. 123. 
35
 Iris Marion Young, ÔPregnant Embodiment:  Subjectivity and AlienationÕ in On Female Body Experience: ÒThrowing 











































 Baraitser, p. 124. 
37
 Ibid p.125. 
38
 The term Ômaternal instinctÕ can be found on p12 of a translation of The Mother-tongue: Or, Methodical Instruction 
in the Mother-tongue in Schools and Families by Gregoire Girard (originally Jean Baptiste Melchior Gaspard 
Balthazar), (J W Parker: London, 1747). https://books.google.com/ ngrams. [accessed 7.11.14] 
39
 Lady Morgan, The Book of Boudoir, (Brussels: Du Jardin-Sailly Brothers, 1829) p.242  
https://books.google.com/ngrams  [accessed 7.11.14]. 
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 Lady Morgan, The Book of Boudoir, p. 242. 
43
 Baraitser, p. 4. 
44
 Susan Rubin Suleiman, ÔWriting and MotherhoodÕ (eds Garner, Kahane and Sprengnether), (NY: Cornell University 
Press:, 1985), p. 356.  
45






















 Ibid p. 9. 
47
 Beauvoir  makes several references to Plato in The Second Sex, two of which highlight firstly,  his proposal of 
giving girls a liberal education. Secondly, she uses the Platonic myth, which I quote directly from Plato on page 28 of 
this thesis, which discusses humans comprising of three sexes, The Second Sex pp. 37, 122.  Adrienne Rich makes 
reference to Plato in relation to birth control in Of Woman Born (NY: Norton, 1995) p. 266. Luce Irigaray devotes an 
entire chapter to book VII  sections 514-517a of Republic in Speculum of the Other Woman (NY: Cornell, 1985), pp. 
243- 364) in which she uses PlatoÕs myth of the cave as a metaphor  for the womb. In her re-reading of The Second 
Sex, Sara Heinämaa cites Symposium in relation to BeauvoirÕs view being a continuation of Plato with the inherent 
belief that there is a need for ignorance or lack of knowledge as an essential, indispensable element of philosophy.  
Furthermore, Heinämaa refers to Platonic ideology in reference to the work of Edmund Husserl and Simone de 
Beauvoir in Toward a Phenomenology of Sexual Difference (Maryland: Rowman & Littlefield, 2003), pp. xiv, 8, 39, 
83-84 and 130. 
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 Century sociologist Alice S Rossi concurs that evolutionary division of labour is a direct result of 
physical differences. 
51
 Plato, The Republic, p. 165. 
52
 Plato, Symposium, p. 60. 
53
 Ibid p. 62. 
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 Beauvoir, The Second Sex, p. 20. 
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 Ibid p. 286. 
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 Badinter, The Myth of Motherhood: An Historical overview of the Maternal Instinct, p. 7. 
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 Rousseau, Emile (London: David Campbell Publishers, 1992), p. 693 cited in The Myth of Motherhood pp. 208-
209.   
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 Ibid p. 221. 
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 Rousseau, p. 5. 
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 Merleau Ponty, The Visible and the Invisible (Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 1987) p. 127. 
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LaChance Adams describes the term écart	is	used	by		Merleau-Ponty to describe how reversibility between oneself 
and the world cannot be fully realized.  They eclipse at the moment of realization. That is to say, reversibility never 
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